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a b s t r a c t

The 2pz tight-binding model has been used to investigate the electronic properties of ribbon–graphene
hybrid systems. This system is constructed by zigzag graphene nanoribbons aligned periodically on mono-
layer graphene. It was found that for such systems the electronic properties would be strongly influenced
by the geometric structure of graphene nanoribbons, such as the width and the period of the ribbons. In
addition, the stacking arrangement between graphene nanoribbons and monolayer graphene also plays
ACS:
1.20.Tx, 73.20.−r, 73.21.−b

eywords:
raphene nanoribbons

a dominant role in determining the band structures in the low-energy region. These geometric structure
effects can be well understood through the density of state calculations. Such hybrid structures lead to
interesting novel features, dissimilar from those of single layer graphene, and could serve as a platform
for the studies of device applications.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
onolayer graphene
lectronic properties

. Introduction

Graphite is a carbon-related material with three-
imensionality. The most common form of graphite, known
s Bernal graphite, is of hexagonal symmetry and is layered in
BAB-manner stacking. For these graphitic-based structures,
any studies have been reported in both experimental [1–3] and

heoretical [4–7] aspects. As for the few-layer graphenes, they
re candidates for the studies of two-dimensional (2D) physical
henomena. Theoretical investigations into the electronic prop-
rties of such a system have been made using the tight-binding
odel [8,9] and density functional theory [10,11]. It is found that

he energy dispersion near the Fermi level (EF) is sensitive to the
tacking arrangement as well as the layer number. Recently, the
ew-layer graphenes are discovered through mechanical friction

12,13] and thermal decomposition [14,15]. Moreover, monolayer
nd bilayer graphenes also display unconventional quantum Hall
ffects in transport properties [16,17].

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +886 73617141x3671; fax: +886 73648120.
∗∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +886 6 2757575x65272; fax: +886 6 2747995.

E-mail addresses: rbchen@mail.nkmu.edu.tw (R.B. Chen),
flin@mail.ncku.edu.tw (M.F. Lin).

379-6779/$ – see front matter © 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.synthmet.2011.01.003
A quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) graphene nanoribbon can be
constructed by cutting the monolayer graphene along a specific
direction, and it is essentially a trim of graphene with a finite width
in nanometer size. The zigzag and armchair graphene nanoribbons,
which have been usually investigated, are a graphene nanoribbon
with zigzag and armchair shaped edges, respectively. Such fascinat-
ing materials could be produced by many physical treatments and
chemical synthesis [18–21], and have gained much attention due
to their novel electronic structures. For a zigzag ribbon, its band
structures own the partial flat bands due to the contributions of
the carbon atoms on the ribbon edge, while for an armchair ribbon,
the electronic properties depend on its width. Besides, their mag-
netic and optical properties have also been studied and reported
theoretically [22–25].

The hybrid systems of the carbon-related material could present
a platform to study the influences of the interface states. Very
recently, the carbon nanotube–graphene hybrids have been made
to fabricate [26]. Q1D carbon nanotubes are distributed on the 2D
graphene. It would be desirable to replace carbon nanotubes by
graphene nanoribbons because of the unique edger structures in

graphene nanoribbons. In this work, we investigated the electronic
properties of zigzag ribbon–graphene hybrid systems through the
2pz tight-binding model. The interlayer interactions are taken into
account, and the effects for ribbon with various widths and periods
are also studied and presented.

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.synthmet.2011.01.003
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03796779
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/synmet
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ig. 1. (a) The geometric structure of zigzag ribbon–graphene hybrid system. Ny an
he graphene with the thick black lines in the AB-stacked hybrid system. �0 is the in
hown for the AA-stacked hybrid system.
. Theory

The geometric structure of zigzag ribbon–graphene hybrid sys-
em is sketched in Fig. 1(a). The ribbons with a width Ny are aligned
n the graphene with a period Ry along the y-axis, where Ny and Ry
present the ribbon width and period, respectively. (b) The ribbon is projected onto
er interaction and � i ’s indicate the interlayer interactions. (c) Same plot as (b), but
denote the numbers of the zigzag lines. The carbon atom on the edge
of zigzag ribbon is terminated by a hydrogen atom, and it is stable
at extremely low hydrogen concentrations. The sp2-bonding con-
figuration on the graphene layer keeps unchanged. The C–C bond
length is b = 1.42 Å, and the interlayer distance between ribbon and
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ig. 2. The energy dispersion of the zigzag ribbon–graphene system (Ny = 10, Ry = 40
y open and solid circles, respectively. (c) and (d) are the same plots as (a) and (b),

raphene is assumed to be 3.35 Å, which is the same as that of
he graphite. The unit cell of such a system has (2Ny + 2Ry) carbon
toms, where its periodical lengths along the x-axis and y-axis are

x =
√

3b and Iy = (3b/2)Ry, respectively. The first Brillouin zone is
efined by −�/Ix ≤ kx ≤ �/Ix and −�/Iy ≤ ky ≤ �/Iy.

Under the tight-binding model with the 2pz-orbitals of the car-
on atoms, the Hamiltonian matrix could be represented as

=
(

h1 h12
h∗

12 h2

)
.

The block h1 is a 2Ny × 2Ny Hamiltonian matrix of the zigzag
raphene nanoribbon, whereas h2 is a 2Ry × 2Ry Hamiltonian
atrix of the monolayer graphene. The elements of the h1 and h2

re given by

hij)1 =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

�6 if j = i, i is even;

2�0e−ikyb/2cos(
√

3bkx/2) if j = i + 1, i is odd;

�0e−ikyb if j = i + 1, i is even;

0 others.

(1)

nd ⎧
�6 if j = i, i is odd, i < 2Ny + 2;
hij)2 =

⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

2�0e−ikyb/2cos(
√

3bkx/2) if j = i + 1, i is odd;

�0e−ikyb if j = i + 1, i is even;

�0eikyb if i = 1, j = 2Ry;

0 others.

(2)
) ky = 0 and (b) ky = �/Iy . The independent and AB-stacked systems are represented
ith (Ny = 10, Ry = 80). The insets in (a) and (c) show the energy gap near EF .

respectively. In this study, the zigzag graphene nanoribbon and
monolayer graphene are arranged according to Bernal (AB) stack-
ing, as shown in Fig. 1(b). There exists a different value �6 between
the on-site energy of A atom and that of B atom due to such a AB
manner. In the ribbon (graphene), the A atom corresponds to the
ith atom, in which i equals even integer (odd integer).

Furthermore, h12 describes the interactions of the 2pz orbitals
between the graphene nanoribbon and monolayer graphene with
AB-stacking. They can be expressed as

(hij)12 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

�4eikyb if j = i, i is odd;

�3eikyb/2cos(
√

3bkx/2) if j = i + 1, i is odd;

�4e−ikyb/2cos(
√

3bkx/2) if j = i + 2, i is odd;

�3e−ikyb if j = i + 3, i is odd;

�4eikyb if j = i, i is even;

�1 if j = i + 1, i is even;

�4e−ikyb/2cos(
√

3bkx/2) if j = i + 2, i is even;

0 others.

(3)

�0 and � i’s indicate the intralayer interactions and the inter-
layer interactions, respectively, which correspond to the values of

the AB-stacked graphite [5,6]. They are �0 = 2.598 eV, �1 = 0.364 eV,
�3 = 0.319 eV, �4 = 0.177 eV, and �6 = − 0.026 eV.

Another arrangement in this hybrid system is the simple hexag-
onal (AA) stacking, as plotted in Fig. 1(c). In such a AA-stacking, all
carbon atoms of the ribbon are projected directly onto those of the
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Fig. 3. Same plot as Fig. 2,

raphene. The corresponding intralayer and interlayer Hamiltonian
lements can be expressed as follows:

hij)1 =

{
2˛0e−ikyb/2cos(

√
3bkx/2) if j = i + 1, i is odd;

˛0e−ikyb if j = i + 1, i is even;

0 others,

(4)

hij)2 =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

2˛0e−ikyb/2cos(
√

3bkx/2) if j = i + 1, i is odd;

˛0e−ikyb if j = i + 1, i is even;

˛0eikyb if i = 1, j = 2Ry;

0 others,

(5)

nd

hij)12 =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

˛1 if j = i + 2,

˛3eikyb if j = i + 1, i is odd;

˛3e−ikyb/2cos(
√

3bkx/2) if j = i + 3, i is odd;

˛3eikyb/2cos(
√

3bkx/2) if j = i + 1, i is even;

˛3e−ikyb if j = i + 3, i is even;

0 others.

(6)
The hopping integrals ˛0, ˛1, and ˛3 are taken from the simple
exagonal graphite in Ref. [5]. Through diagonalizing the Hamil-
onian matrix, energy dispersion Ec,v can be obtained, where the
uperscripts c and v represent the conduction �* band and valence

band, respectively.
own for the AA-stacking.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2(a) shows the band structures of the zigzag
ribbon––graphene hybrid system (Ny = 10, Ry = 40) at ky = 0.
We only consider the band structure against kx with Iy greater than
Ix. For the independent system (open circle), the low-energy band
structures consist of the linear bands and partial flat bands. The
linear bands, which intersect at EF = 0 and kx = 2�/3Ix, belong to
the monolayer graphene, while the zigzag ribbon owns partial flat
bands, which are dispersionless over kx ∼ 0.85�/Ix. In the zigzag
ribbon case, their eigenfunctions for such partial flat bands are
located on the outmost carbon atoms of the ribbon. With the
consideration of the interlayer interactions of AB-stacking (solid
circles), the band structures are drastically changed. Obviously, the
liner bands change into the parabolic bands with an energy gap
( ∼ 3 × 10−3�0) emerging at kx = 2�/3Ix, as shown in the inset of
Fig. 2(a). In addition, their wavefunctions are also modified by the
interlayer interactions. For the parabolic band at kx = 2�/3Ix above
the EF = 0, the contributions for eigenfunctions still come from the
graphene, mainly the B atoms, whereas the B atoms of ribbon and A

atoms of graphene dominate the band below the EF = 0 (the inset of
Fig. 2(a)). As kx shifts slightly away from 2�/3Ix, the band structures
are gradually influenced by the ribbon. For instance, at kx ∼ 0.7�/Ix,
the intersection of the two bands from graphene and ribbon above
the EF is broken because of the interlayer interactions. It is found
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ig. 4. Density of states (DOS) is calculated for Ny = 10 zigzag ribbons with AB-stack
ut with AA-stacking. The independent system is also shown.

hat the lower band is contributed mostly by the ribbon, especially
he edge carbon atoms, while the contributions for the higher
and come from the ribbon and from the atoms of graphene which
re away from the overlap of ribbon and graphene. Moreover, the
artial flat band will also be separated. This is because that the
atoms at the edge of the ribbon are projected to the center of

exagon in the graphene, whereas the A atoms are projected on
he A atom of graphene, as presented in Fig. 1(b).

Fig. 2(b) shows the system with different band structures at
y = �/Iy. Without interlayer interactions, one can see that the par-
ial flat bands from the ribbon do not disappear. For the low
nergy region, doubly degenerate parabolic bands appear, which
re contributed from the graphene. With the consideration of
he interlayer interactions, the degenerate parabolic bands are
eparated and new band-edge states occur. As kx increases, the con-
ributions of the parabolic band nearest EF from the ribbon would
radually rise, while those from graphene decrease. In contrast, the

ther parabolic band is hardly affected and its contributions are
ostly from the graphene.
Now, consider the effect of the period of ribbons on the graphene

n this hybrid system. The energy dispersions with double period
y = 80 are calculated along the kx at ky = 0 as well as ky = �/Iy, as
r the period (a) Ry = 40 and (b) Ry = 80. (c) and (d) are the same plots as (a) and (b),

shown in Fig. 2(c) and (d), respectively. Since the period becomes
larger, band structures are folded into smaller first Brillouin zone,
which results in more degenerate states at ky = 0 and ky = �/Iy. Such
degeneracies are further destroyed by the interlayer interactions
so that many band-edge states appear at larger Ry. Moreover, the
energy gap is also affected by the period of the ribbon. For exam-
ple, in the inset of Fig. 2(c), Eg ( ∼ 1.6 × 10−3�0) is smaller than that
with Ry = 40. Meanwhile, the energy spacing between the valence
and conduction parabolic bands at ky = �/Iy decreases as the Ry

increases, as illustrated in Fig. 2(d).
In Fig. 3(a), the low-energy band structures of the AA-stacked

hybrid system are different from those of the AB-stacked one. It is
found that not only the partial flat bands could not be separated but
also the intersection of the linear bands could not be destroyed by
the interlayer interactions. However, the partial flat bands would
be shifted upwards a little bit and cause a slight shift of the EF

from the intersection of the linear bands, as shown in the inset of

Fig. 3(a), where the intersection of the linear bands does not locate
at 2�/3Ix. On the other hand, the tight-binding functions of the lin-
ear bands mainly come from the overlapping carbon atoms of the
ribbon and graphene. In Fig. 3(b), the degeneracy of parabolic bands
is also destroyed. The parabolic band, which is hardly affected by
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ig. 5. The Ry-dependent energy gaps of the hybrid system with (a) Ny = 10 and (b)
y = 12.

he interlayer interactions with AB-stacking, would be changed and
heir contribution from ribbon would increase with kx rising. With
he period doubles, the wavevector of the intersection of the linear
ands would get closer to 2�/3Ix, and more band edges occur at
y = 0 and ky = �/Iy, as shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d).

From the density of states (DOS) point of view, the properties
f the band structures for such a hybrid system can be well under-
tood. The definition of DOS is given by

(ω) = 2IxIy
2(Ny + Ry)

∑
h=c,v

∫
1stBZ

dkxdky

4�3

�

[(Eh(kx, ky) − ω)2 + � 2]
(7)

(= 10−4�0) is the phenomenological broadening parameter. In
he independent system, the DOS is symmetrical at ω = 0 (Fig. 4(a)).
here exists a delta-function-like peak, which originates from the
artial flat bands in the ribbon. However, the strength of DOS has
linear dependence on the frequency except around ω = 0, which

esults from the single-layer graphene. When the interlayer inter-
ctions are taken into account for AA- and AB-stacking, the DOS
Ny = 10, Ry = 40) would be drastically changed, and the symmetry
f the peaks at ω = 0 could be broken. The delta-function-like peak
ould be split into two lower peaks in the inset of Fig. 4(a), and an

nergy gap would occur between the two peaks. As a result, many
uasi-1D peaks appear due to the parabolic subbands, and their
eak frequencies correspond to the state energies of the band-edge
tates. More peaks would appear because of the expansion of the
ibbon period and the occurrence of more band-edge states in the
nergy dispersions, as shown in Fig. 4(b). These small peaks near the
F could provide more new excitation channels and are expected
o affect the low-energy optical absorption peaks. In Fig. 4(c), the
elta-function-like peak at EF = 0 could not be altered. Besides,
he peaks at 0.2�0 ≤ |ω| ≤ 0.4�0 are very similar to 1D behavior in
omparison with AB-stacking, and it could be concluded that the
A-stacked energy dispersions along ky are weaker than the AB-

tacked ones. When Ry increases, more Q1D peaks appear at low
nergy, which is similar to the case of Fig. 4(b), as presented in
ig. 4(d).

Fig. 5(a) and (b) shows the energy gap of the AB-stacked hybrid
ystem against Ry/Ny with Ny = 10 and Ny = 12, respectively. In

[
[
[

[

ls 161 (2011) 489–495

Fig. 5(a), Eg has strong dependence on ribbon period Ry. As Ry

increases, Eg decreases sharply at first and then gradually slow
down the descending speed. For such a case, the energy gap occurs
at kx = 2�/3Ix and ky = 0, which is the same location as that of the
linear bands intersecting without the interlayer interactions. More-
over, the expansion of the ribbon period would lead to different
influences on the two parabolic bands near EF = 0. The band above EF

is not relevant to the ribbon, but the band below EF can be affected
by Ry and Ny. As Ny = 12, a similar tendency toward Fig. 5(a) can
be observed, as shown in Fig. 5(b). As a result, the energy gap
could be effectively modulated by the width and period of the
ribbon.

4. Conclusions

Our results show that such a hybrid system is closely related to
the edge structure, the width and the period of ribbon, as well as the
stacking types. Although the zigzag ribbon possesses the partial flat
bands at low energy, the AB-stacking could separate the partial flat
bands from the ribbon, break the intersection of the linear bands
from the graphene, and induce an energy gap. Moreover, Eg could be
modified by varying Ny and Ry. In contrast, the AA-stacking would
only slightly shift the partial flat bands, make the Fermi level leaving
the intersection of the linear bands, and thus the free carriers could
exist at EF. The enlargement of the ribbon period induces the fold-
ing of the first Brillouin zone, which makes more band-edge states
appear in the reduced first Brillouin zone. The above-mentioned
changes in the band structures could also be observed in DOS, for
example, the split of delta-function-like peak and the occurrence of
more peaks. The stacking type of the hybrid system would modify
the optical and transport properties. Our findings would open up
more possibilities in designing nanoelectronic and nanomechanical
devices.

Besides, in the pure zigzag graphene nanoribbon without
hydrogen, the carbon atoms near the edge would undergo rear-
rangement and their C–C bonds have the z-axis component. In
other words, there exist the sp2-bonding and sp3-bonding configu-
rations simultaneously. The effect of rearrangement on electronic
properties is worth investigating further. On the other hand, the
spin-wavefunction calculations will be predicted to influence the
low-energy band structures. The similar changes can be observed
from the previous study on the graphene nanotube–nanoribbon
system [27]. When the width of the ribbon increases, the effect of
the spin–spin interaction gradually reduces.
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